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Benefits of Hub OS

Hub OS is the most automated and flexible operating system to maximize your hotel’s 
performance, from the opening to operations and management. Hub OS makes 
operation easier by simplifying communication between departments and reducing 
response time, and they utilize an offline app that allows a non-interrupted use in zones 
without internet access. Also, Hub OS embraces business intelligence by providing 
global and detailed analytics with advanced KPIs to ensure a continuous improvement 
of hotel processes, and it supplies an ideal PMS component that focuses on delivering a 
5 star service to your hotel guests.
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Customer Success
“The system is very intuitive and user friendly. 
When the training of all the staff was finished, we 
start working with the tool in normal conditions 
and the few doubts that we may had were 
solved immediately by HUB team.

Without a doubt Hub OS tool is very powerful, 
both in daily operations and in analytics. The 
reports allow you to have a clear idea of the work 
load, workers needed and guests complaints 
anticipation. HUB team is always open for the 
system improvement proposals and adaptations 
to your business.

Hub OS is totally recommended, our experience 
is very good.”

Why SEIDOR?

SEIDOR, a Platinum award-winning local SAP partner, is a technology consultancy firm that offers a comprehensive portfolio of solutions from SAP, 

including SAP S/4HANA, SAP Business ByDesign, SAP Business One, SAP SuccessFactors, and SAP Analytics. SEIDOR also provides services including 

consultancy, implementation, development, and maintenance of applications and infrastructure and outsourcing services. With revenue of $528M in 

the 2021 financial year and a global workforce of more than 5,400 highly qualified professionals, we have a combined history of successfully serving 

more than 8,500 customers in 38 countries, including the United States, Europe, Latin America, the Middle East, Africa, and Asia.
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across 30+ countries around the world.


